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Research Questions
1. What is the diagnostic accuracy of point-of-care urine pregnancy screens for patients
presenting to the emergency department?
2. What is the clinical utility of point-of-care urine pregnancy screens for patients
presenting to the emergency department?
3. What are the evidence-based guidelines associated with the use of point-of-care urine
pregnancy screens for patients presenting to the emergency department?

Key Findings
Three non-randomized studies were identified regarding the diagnostic accuracy or clinical
utility of point-of-care urine pregnancy screens for patients presenting to the emergency
department.

Methods
A limited literature search was conducted on key resources PubMed, CINAHL database,
The Cochrane Library, University of York Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD)
databases and a focused Internet search. No methodological filters were applied to limit
retrieval by publication type. The search was limited to English language documents
published between January 1, 2007 and November 29, 2017. Internet links were provided,
where available.

Selection Criteria
One reviewer screened citations and selected studies based on the inclusion criteria
presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Selection Criteria
Population

Female patients in emergency departments

Intervention

Point-of-care urine pregnancy screens

Comparators

Q1-2: Blood/serum pregnancy tests (human chorionic gonadotropin laboratory results);
Urine pregnancy tests (human chorionic gonadotropin laboratory results)
Q3:
No comparator

Outcomes

Q1:
Q2:
Q3:

Study Designs

Diagnostic accuracy
Clinical utility of POC test (e.g., length of stay in emergency department, turnaround time for results,
time to diagnostic imaging when comparing two methods)
Guidelines (in the emergency department)

Health technology assessments, systematic reviews, meta-analyses, randomized controlled trials, nonrandomized studies, evidence-based guidelines
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Results
Rapid Response reports are organized so that the higher quality evidence is presented first.
Therefore, health technology assessment reports, systematic reviews, and meta -analyses
are presented first. These are followed by randomized controlled trials, non -randomized
studies, and evidence-based guidelines.
Three non-randomized studies were identified regarding the diagnostic accuracy or clinical
utility of point-of-care urine pregnancy screens for patients presenting to the emergency
department. No relevant health technology assessments, systematic reviews, metaanalyses, randomized controlled trials, or evidence-based guidelines were identified.
Additional references of potential interest are provided in the appendix.

Overall Summary of Findings
Three non-randomized studies1-3 were identified regarding the diagnostic accuracy or
clinical utility of point-of-care (POC) urine pregnancy screens for patients presenting to the
emergency department.
The authors of one study determined that the performance of nine of 11 commonly used
urine POC human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) devices that they assessed (in a prior
study) were susceptible to false-negative results (thought to be due to the hCG β core
fragment [hCGβcf]).1 They then went on to search the FDA's Manufacturer and User
Facility Device Experience (MAUDE) database in order to ascertain whether these false
results were experienced in clinical practice. A total of 707 false-negatives were reported in
the MAUDE database due to either the hCGβcf hook effect or the limit of detection of the
test itself. These false-negative results were observed in many of the currently available
devices and the authors concluded that the false-negatives represent a larger public health
issue that needs to be addressed.1
Using a prospective observational cohort, investigators in another study sought to examine
the performance of a commercial urinary test (neither the test name nor manufacturer were
provided in the abstract) for the detection of abnormal first trimester pregnancies in women
presenting to the emergency department.2 Testing in 803 patients occurred; however, the
investigators were unable to confirm the accuracy of the test for the detection or exclusion
of abnormal first-trimester pregnancies.2
The investigators of another study sought to quantify the false-negative rate of POC urine
pregnancy test (using OSOM hCG Combo, Sekisui Diagnostics, San Diego, CA) in women
presenting to an academic, large volume, urban emergency department.3 One hundred and
fifty-four false-negative POC urine pregnancy results were identified over 146 visits for 137
patients (in a one-year period), accounting for a false-negative rate of 10.8% (95%
confidence interval [CI] of 9.3 to 12.6) per result (or 10.5% of visits [95% CI of 8.9 to 12.2]).
The authors also noted that 61% (80/131) incidences of the false -negative results occurred
at < 200 mIU/ml when same-day serum hCG results were available. They concluded that
their institution’s false-negative rate was unacceptably high using the OSOM hCG Combo
test.3
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